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Description
I noticed this while using the tiki reference plugin. Thought it was something in the plugin creditor interface that was broken, but I now see that the plugin was successfully added. So there is nothing functional broken. However. The UI surrounding the adding of a plugin is certainly broken.

My original report:

Adding a tiki reference appears to be broken now. I get as far as adding a reference, but when I try to create one it just hangs on a grey screen. Then nothing.

Steps to reproduce:
Enable "Wiki references" preference
Edit a wiki page
Click the "Add Reference" icon
Add a Biblio Code and click save.
The screen now "hangs" on a greyed out screen.

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 15 Oct 18 11:31 GMT-0000
I think if you check in the js console there is a bad js error that breaks the page - i think these plugins need rewriting properly (from last time i checked)
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